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SUBJECT: Cuban Activities in Mexico
The Field Report was based on HRSI-4340 and HRSI-4386.

RI: Please insert: Daneide AGBID Lopez
    Pablo Agustín ALBINA Lopez

09679
COUNTRY: Cuba/Mexico

SUBJECT: Cuban Activities in Mexico

REPORT NO.: HKH-2347

DATE OF REPORT: 11 December 1959

NO. OF PAGES: 1

REFERENCES: HJMA-13035

DATE OF INFO.: Early December 1959

PLACE & DATE ACQ.: Cuba, Havana (8 December 1959)

SOURCE EVALUATIONS ARE DEFINITIVE. APPRAISAL OF CONTENT IS TENTATIVE. THIS FOREGOING EXPLANATION.

SOURCE: Person with Cuban Government Contacts (B)

Appraisal of Content: Paragraph 1: 2
Paragraph 2: 3

1. Basaheb AZCUE Lopez, former director of the Cuban peasant housing program, left Havana for Mexico City on 7 December 1959. 2

2. AZCUE says that Aquitín ALDAMA is the chief of Cuban Intelligence in Mexico City and that he operates on a budget of 1,500 dollars a month. 2

1. Source Comment: The purpose of AZCUE's trip is not known. AZCUE, who was the former Cuban Consul in Mexico City, has always had an anti-American outlook and is now blindly antagonistic to the United States. He said that the Cuban Government's program is anti-capitalist and that one of its principal aims is to discredit both the United States and its economic system throughout Latin America. AZCUE said that the economic goal of the CASTRO regime is to socialize Cuba completely. He termed the revolutionary system "Cuban Communism."

2. Field Comment: Pablo Aquitín ALDANA Acosta, an attaché to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico, has previously been alleged by an untested source in Mexico to be the head of Cuban intelligence operations in Mexico. Another untested source in Mexico reported in September 1959 that ALDANA, Hector CIRIGIA VIDAL, and Gil Lopez SUEMIZI Hernandez; all of whom the source identified as Military Attachés to the Cuban embassy, were in constant touch with both the Soviet and Czech diplomatic installations in Mexico.